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Tragedy   in  Malory'f  Mortc  D'Arthur 
I.    The   Beginnings 
In   tortuous,   complex   Latin,   a   British   historian   named 
Gtldis   lc.   540   A.D.)1   told   a   singularly   moving   story   about 
the Anglo-Saxon   conquest   of   Britain.     He   spoke   of   the   dis- 
persed   "Britons"   In   the   tone   of   an   exiled  psalmist,   describing 
how   some   of   them  were   caught    in   the   mountains   and   slaughtered, 
others   became   slaves,   and  others   "went   to   lands   across   the 
sea  with   loud    lamentation."2     Glldas   Is   generally   given   credit 
for   being   the   first   author   to   allude   to   King  Arthur,   because 
he   speaks   of   "Ambrosius   Aurellanus,   a   moderate   man,   who   by 
chance 
so   grea 
Invader s 
alone  of   the   Roman   nation   had   survived   the   shock   of 
t   a  calamity."3     This   man  was   a   leader   against   the 
But   Glldas   was   not   concerned   with   glorifying 
battle   chieftains.      Instead   he  was   composing   a   story   of   how 
f   their   sins.4     When   he   did the  Britons   suffered   because   o 
this   he   touched  on 
the   themes   which   grew   and  developed   side 
by   side  with   the   themes   of   glory   in   battle.      It   is   quite 
aoproprlate   that   Arthurian   literature   should   begin   out   of 
the  destruction   of   a   society,   because   that,   and   not   tour- 
naments,   visions,   and   enchantresses,   is   the   story   It   ulti- 
mately   tel Is. 
The  purpose  of   this   paper   Is   to   trace   the   development 
of   the   theme  of  destruction   from  the  oldest   stories,   which 
are  stories   of   simple   usurpation,   to  Malory's   Morte  Arthur, 
which   involves   social   corruption,   persona,   instability,   and 
2 
the  ultimate   failure   of   order. 
After  Glldas's   gloomy   chronicle   the   next   writer   of 
importance  whose   writings   have   come   do wn to  us   is   Nennius 
(c.   800),   who   designates   Arthur   by   name   and   tells   us that 
he s lew 960 of the enemy single-handedly at the Battle of 
about Arthur 
Badon Hill.5  But he tells us something else Important 
describing a tomb and Its occupant:  'He 
f Arthur the soldier, and he was the one w 
the same place and burled him."   It is a 
s the son o 
ho 
k i I I ed him in 
tile hard to tell from this translation of Nennlus's 
mon 
to any sor 
father 
kish Latin" just who killed whom, bOt it seems to mean 
hat Arthur killed his son.  This is the oldest reference 
t of tragedy in the life of Arthur.  The idea of 
killing son Is the cornerstone of the tragedy, then, 
d the other details are accumulated around it. 
The rest of Arthur's family is also very important in 
the destruction of Arthur's society came 
t important member of the family after 
■in 
understanding   how 
about.      The   next   mos 
the   son.   an 
rho d   the   next   one   we   encounter,    Is   "Walwen, 
Gawain.      In   the  gyU   gfjlg   Anolorum  of   William s  of   course 
of   Malmesbury   (c.   11251,   "Wa 
Iwen"   Is   "a   nephew   through   his 
sister »7 
The development of Arthurian legend was g 
iven   a   con- 
siderable   boost   by   Geoffrey  of   Monmouth, 
th,   who   took   it   upoi 
himself   to   embellish   Arthurian   leg 
legend,   probably   out   of   his 
own   cons iderable   Imagination,   a 
,d   al I   under   the   guise  of 
good   honest   history. 8      |n   H37  his  HjjlarH   
Rcqum Brltinnlae 
was  compo 
pay i ng   sp 
sed.9     This   stage   of   the   Arthurian   tragedy   Is   worth 
eclal    attention   to,   for   it   represents   a   terminal 
pro se   development   of   the   tragedy   in   the  chronicles. 
Arthur's   tangled  family   relations   are   set   down   by  Geoffrey 
detail.     Aurellus   AmbrGsius   (the   same   name   that   Nennius in   some 
me n Honed   turned  backward)    Is   the   k i ng   of   Britain;   Uther 
Pendr agon   i s   h is   brother.
10     Uther   gains   the   throne;   he   is 
of  course   the   father   of   Arthur.     Arthur   has   a   sister,   Anne 
Anne  marries   a   •   man   "of   royal   blood"12   from   the   north,   Lot, 
and   there   are   two   sons,   Walgan    (another   mani 
11 
fest at ion   of 
Gawain)   and  Mordred.     Arthur   marries   Guanhumara   IGuineverel 
and   sets   out   to  conqu er   a   kingdom  for   Lot   to   rule.
1?     He 
is   successful,   of   course;    In   fact   his   whole   rule   is   a   series 
of   victories   and  conquests.     During   the   last   of   these   vic- 
torious   excursions   Mordred   marries  Guinevere   and   usurps 
Arthur's   throne.      Arthur   returns;   both   Arthur   and   Mordred 
d   the   order   passes   to   a   relative   of   Arthur's 
14 
are   slain,   an 
The   idea   of   son   attempting   to   us irp   father   i s   absent 
in Geoffrey's   vers ion.     Compared   to   what    it   will   be   In 
Ma lory's stories, Arthur's family tree as 
Geoffrey records 
t is relatively simple: 
, 
Uther=lgerna 
Arthur  AnnefLot 
f algan ki 7773 
Even   In   a   simplified   version, 
ion,    the   idea   of   internal   trouble 
as  a  cause  of   Arthur's   fall    Is   still   there.     However   Geoffrey 
arrived   at   this   version   of   the   story,   whether   he   gathered 
up  a  body  of   existing  popular   stories,   as   some   scholars 
think,        or   whether   he   freely   used   his   imagination,   his   ver- 
sion  of   Arthur's   story    (and   the   other   kings   of   England)   was 
the  one  which   subsequent   writers   propagated.      A  French   poet, 
Mace,   and   a  Middle   English   poet,   Layamon,   handed  down   these 
stories   making   some   changes   and   additions   but   basically   pre- 
serving  Geoffrey's   story. 
not   as   familiar   with  Geoffrey's   version  of   the We   are 
f.-ill   of   Arthur   because   of   the   later   French wo rks   which   were 
Malory's   antecedents,   but   in   fact   there   is   a   qu i te   good   ver- 
sion  o f   Geoffrey's   story   in the   fourteenth   century  Atlltefative 
\o te.Arthorfewr   Although   scholars   can   trace   the   influence 
of   the   French   romance   In   this   poem,   "both   In    its   inclusions 
and  omissions   it    is   basically   remo ved   from   the   romance   tra- 
diti on   represen ted   by   the   French   iv'ort   Artgti^and   the   four- 
teent h   century   s tanzatc   L*   Morte   Arthur 
16 
I the Alliterative Morte Arthure we have a sp 
eclfic 
genre,   the   tragedy   of   fortune.17     This   genre   has   the   pattern 
happiness   and   a   reversal    into   ruin of  a   st a t< .f   success   or 
or  miser*!8   symbolized   by   fortune s   w hee 
I.      The   tragic   theme 
Mace and 
of the poem is introduced by Arthur's dream of Fortune 
rather than by his being informed of treachery, as 
Layamon oreferred to do I*.*   The tragedy here is well- 
developed and true to the medieval theory «s it is set out 
In works like Lydgate's FajJLgf Princes 
20 and as such it 
is  reasonably   clear   and   simple.      Simplicity,   however,    is   the 
last   thing   one   finds   In   the   stories   which   came   down   to  Mal- 
ory,   that   is,   the   stories   of   the   French   prose   tradition. 
There,   of   coerse,    the  old   theme  of   father   against   son   has 
me rged into the theme of uncle Against neohew by Introducing 
the   idea  o f    incest.      These   stories   also   Involve   adultery. 
blood   feuds,   and   religion,   so   that   Malory's  Morfre   D'Arthur, 
derived  from   them,   becomes   vast   and  complex,   nothing   like 
the   neat   story   of   good   fortune   and   reversal   we   saw   in   the 
Alliterative   Morte   Arthure.      The   reason   for   this   complexity, 
however,   can   almost   be   said   In   a   single   word,   and   that    Is 
Lancelot. 
I I.  The French Trad ItIon 
Lancelot, to put it simply, steals the show.  He comes 
into Arthurian legend around 1172,   dragiing all the para- 
phernalia of the courtly romance with him.  His creator, or 
if not his creator the first author we have who writes on 
the subject of Lancelot, is (Bretien de Troyes, a poet who 
lived at the court of his patroness, Countess Marie de 
Champag«*2^ and wrote stories of courtly love to please 
her.  Arthur's court was transformed in the process.  It 
became something like this: 
It was  a vast court, where men and women 
lived in conformity with the rules of courtesy, 
...where the weak and the innocent were protected 
by men who dedicated themselves to the cult of 
honor and to the quest of a spotless reputation. 
Honor and love combined to engage the attention 
of this society; these were its religion in a 
far more real sense than was that of the Lnurcn... 
Though the ideals of this court and those of 
Christianity are In accord at many points, yet 
courtly love and Christian morality are irrecon- 
cilable.  This Arthurian material, as ugjd by 
Chretien, is fundamentally immoral.... 
This opposite, of courtly love and Christian morality 
is the basic paradox in which L,ncelot's unstable character 
Is founded.  It is such a powerful paradox that it can de- 
stroy the greatest knight on earth, and it makes such an 
enthralling story that one tends to watch Lancelot progress 
through his glories and agonies and forget about Arthur and 
Arthur's fami ly entIrely. 
As Chretien describes Lancelot, however, the tens! 
on 
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between   love   and   morality   does   not   affect   him.      To   reach   the 
level   of   sophistication   that   he   does,   Lancelot   starts   out 
as  a   singularly   comical   character   (at   least   to  modern   taste.) 
He   is   incredibly  moonstruck   over   Guinevere,   to   the   point   that 
he  rides   his   horse   into   a   river   and   nearly   drowns   while 
thinking  about   her.     Whatever   she   bids   he  does,   however 
pointless   or   downright   silly   it   might   be.     At   one   point   she 
pretends   to   be   angry;   he   leaves   in   disgrace   and   is   captured. 
She believes   he   is   dead   and  goes   into   a   decline;   he   hears 
she   is   dead   and   tries   to   commit   suicide...     And   so   it   goes. 
Subsequent   stories   out^do Chretien   in   this   kind   of 
thing.     The   next    important   Lancelot    literature   is   the 
"Lanzelet,"   a   Middle  High  German   poem24   In   which   our   hero 
is   reared   by   fairies   in   an   enchanted   kingdom  with   every- 
thing   he   could   wish   except   benefit   of   his   true   identity. 
Eventually,   however,   he   ventures   forth   and   has   the   usual 
assortment   of   adventures,   one   of   which   is   the   rescue   of 
;,Ginovere,"   as   in   Chretien's   story.      The  most   remarkable 
thing   about   this   Lancelot    is   his   penchant   for   getting  mar- 
ried  over   and   over   without   being   relieved   of   his   former 
wives.     He   apparently   accumulates   four   In   this   fashion.' 
Yet   what    Lancelot   eventually   becomes   stands   out   starkly 
against   this.     His   character   is   fully  developed   in   an   anon-^ 
r   n.   »*rlv   thirteenth   centwry. 
ymous   French   prose   trilogy  of   the   early 
*K-   lancelot   du   Lac,   the 
The   three   parts   of   the   trilogy   are   the  .Lancejo  
*        .      .„d   the  Mart   Artu.      They   are   unquestion 
^ueste   del    S«tnt   Graaj,   and   the  ivor  
25 
8 
ably  dominated   by   the   character   of   Lancelot,   which   needs 
some   description   because   it   is   fascinating   and,   when   trans- 
lated   into  Malory's   work   as   intact   as    it   was,   utterly   dis- 
tracting  from   the  main   business   of   the   tragedy. 
In   these   stories   Lancelot    is   the   greatest   of   all   earthly 
knights,   which   makes   him  most   glorious.     He   is   also  most 
orey   to   earthly   temptations.     He   loved  Guinevere,    and   that 
love   was   a   threat   to   his   salvation   and   a   sin   aqainst   his 
lord.     Unlike   the   tragic   hero   of   a   play,   Lancelot   must    live 
with   the   knowledqe   of   his   failing   for   many   years.      The   means 
of  emphasizing   his   sin   is   the   Quest   for   the   Grail.      From   the 
very   outset   of   the   search   he   knows   that   he   must   fail   because 
of  his   love   for   Guinevere. 
"Ah,   Lancelot,"   says   the   damsel   who   serves   as   heraldto 
the   advent   of   the  Grail   Quest   In   the   French   work,    "how   hath 
your   estate   changed   since   yestermorn....      Ye   shall   not 
suppose   from   henceforth   that   ye   are.   the   best   knight   In   the 
world."2        Lancelot    acknowledges   that   •■■.'hat   she   says   is   true, 
and   later   there   Is   a   poignant   scene  of   his   actually   being 
28 
in   the   presence   of   the  Grail   and   unable   to   move. 
His   ultimate   shame   is   being  denounced   by   a   holy  man: 
"Lancelot,   harder   than   stone,   more   bitter   than   wood,   more 
naked   and   barren   than   the   fig-tree,   how  wert   thou   so   bold 
that   thou   durst   enter   into   the   place  whereto   the   Holy  Grail 
repaired?     Get   thee   gone   from  here,   for   the   place   is   poI - 
29 
luted by thy presence. 
And yet after all his chastening he returns to Guinevere, 
9 
Is  discovered   In   his   illicit    love,   and   subsequently   brings 
the  whole   Arthurian   society   crashing   down   with   him,   or   so 
it   seems.     A  frequent   belief    is   that the   love   of   Lancelot 
and  Guinevere   is    the   central    theme   of   Arthurian   legend,   "em- 
phasized   by   countless   episodes,   and   finally   branded   as   the 
fatal   cause   that   brings   the   reign   of   Arthur   to   a   tragic   end. 
Because  of   it   arises   the   wars   and   series   of   disasters   that 
cu Iminate   with     the   passing  of   Arthur   and   the   shattering  of 
the   fellowship   of   the   Round   Tabl »30 
But there is more to it than that.  As Vinaver points 
o^t, the Queste del Saint Graal and i/ort Artu were stories 
about Lancelot, and they could not have been thought of at 
the time of their writing as part of an eoic of Arthur. 
But Malory  out   them   into   his   Mortc   D'Arthur.   certainly. 
there   are   other   stories   from   other   sources   as   well,   stories 
that   are   more   Integral   to   the   tragedy  of   Arthur   if   we   are 
to   understand   its   causes 
III.     The  Orkney   Fact Ion 
Mien   Malory   wrote   his   Morte   D'Arthur,   he   scattered 
throuq hout   it   references   to   and   stories   about   what   T.H, 
White   calls   "the  Orkney   faction, 
.32 These   are   the  members 
)f   the   family  of   Lot,   the   king   of  Orkney,   and  Arthur's 
s is ter, who goes by different names.  There are four sons 
by this union:  GawaJn, Gareth, Gaheris, and Aggravaine, 
important appendage to this family Is Mordred, their An   imp 
half  brother   and   the   son  o 
as Ma lory  calls   her 
The   developmen 
f  Arthur   and   his   sister   i.'orgause, 
t   of   this   family's   story   is   quite   diffus. 
in  origin,   and   snatche.   of   it   are   scattered   through   several 
different   works.      Its   origins   were   i Welsh   literature,   which 
accoun ts   for   the   great   variety   of   proper   names   a   single 
character   may   possess The  Orkney   family   never   received   a 
coheren t   telling In   the   Lat i n   chron 
Jcle   tradition,   except 
for   Mordrtd.      The   family  filtered   into   French    literature    in 
a  most   unorganized   way.      "Agravaln,"   for   example,    shows   up 
in Chretien's   ■-  Co»t«   He I   Graol.33     Malory   took   some   epi- 
sodes   of   the  Orkney   story  from the   French   prose  McrI in 
34 
The Orkneys also appear in a wor 
k   called   the   Dldo_t_gcrccva.l, 
as   "ivordres,    the   nephew  of   Arthur...an 
d Giilrres,hls   brother, 
andGarries   and  Gauvains. 
tlaily   but   importantly   connec 
for   the   first   time   in   the   French   pros 
'35     Lamorak,   a   character   tangen- 
ted   with   the   Orkneys,   is   found 
e Tr i s tan. 
36 
o ai ttempt to trac 
the history of this family would 
be to enter a semantic maze 
The importan t fact about the 
11 
ur kneys Is thai, In French literature, their story was tucked 
in among w 
about ques 
I|dIv Improbable (and highly disorganized) tales 
ts and visions.  Malory seems to have picked up 
the  nieces   an d   sprinkled   them   into   his   work   without   about 
the   sam«   degree   of   organization.     Appearances   are   s ornew hat 
deceptive; the stories are mo re artfully placed than they 
seem. But   Malory's   accoun t   of   the  Orkneys   is   fragmented 
i n deed, an 
d it needs a coherent beginning-to-end-teI I Ing 
before one can realize its Importance. 
The   s tory   of   the   troublesome  Orkneys   really   begins   w 
i th 
the   begetting   of   -ordred,   which   is   of   course   Arthur's   faultr- 
in   not   his   fault.     Certainly   he   knew   It   was   se- and   then   aga 
due t i on but   he   was   unaware   of   incest.      I   tot   all    thys   tyme 
kynge  Arthure   knew   na t   Lot 11s   wyff   was   h i s   sister 
i7 rl   Arthur 
further   inc riminated   himse 
f   in   an   odd,    inexplicable,   Herod- 
I i ke way by trying 
to destroy all the children born 01 
Way Day, and they were a 
dred.      Th 1 s   act ion   o 
II   destroyed   Indeed,   all    except  Mor- 
f   Arthur's   is   totally   unexpI ainab I e   in 
It   conduct,   and   on   second  examln- the    Iiqht   of    his    subseque 
a.ion   It   sounds   I...   Hk.  •  H«.od   story   and -«   l|to  «-lp... 
Th. Oedipus  motif   is   cri.l.l,   tangled,   however.     The   unknow- 
ing  ,o.   of   incest   associates   Arthur   with   Oedipus,   and   ter- 
dred.sbeingsavedbvfaUassoCa.es   hi.  with  Oedipo,   »• 
Fate   is   at   wort   here,   „p.ciallv   In   the   instance   of   IVcr- 
dred's   being   rescued,   and   the   storv   begin,   to   loot   like   . 
tragedv.     But   th,  d.nou.ent   is   not   a   few   episodes   a.av,   as 
in  a Greek   plav,   nor   does   th.bu.tnes,  of   ,rag«dv»ov.  forward 
38 
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stead i I V• Instead it weaves in and out of an enormous 
sr> rawling wor k and disguises itself in the process 
There ore   some attempts at recrimination on the part 
of   the  cu ckolded   King   Lot   rather   soon,   however,   although 
Lot   never   actually   mentions   his   disgrace   as   a   cause   for   war 
Slipped   into   the   story  of   BaIin   and   Balan   is   the   story   of 
how Lot, a comp assionate figure much more attractive than 
Arthur,   goes to   fight   against   him  and   Is   killed.      Again 
the  motif   of   fate   as   a   controlling   agent    is   imp or t ant 
•And well Merlion knew that one of the kynges [Arthur 
or Lot]   sholde   be   dede   that   day; an 
ony  o f   them   bothe   sholde   be   slayne, 
d   lot he   was   M*?J ion   that 
but   of   the   tweyne   he 
had   levir   kyng 
thure.11,76)," 
Lotte   of  Orkeney   had   be   slayne   than  Ar- 
And   so   in   a   sense 
may   live, Arthur   does   no 
Lot    Is   sacrificed   so   that   Arthur 
i-   kill    Lot   personal ly.     Th • s   l$ 
left   up   to   King Pel I inore    (though   w 
hat   Pel Iinore   Is   king 
>f   I s   never   c 
initial   mur 
Icar).      The  murder   of   Lot   by   Pelllnore 
der   of   the  feud   between   the   houses 
is   the 
,f   Pe I I inore 
and Orkney,   and   it   Is   a   sore   spo 
t   With   the   rambunctious 
clan   for   many   years, mt I I Gawa 
in "slew kynge Pellynor 
th h< hondis (I, 78)."  The p. 
ttern of vengeance 
in nys owne hon< 
i    L r    *h„ Histractlnq Lancelot appears. 
long before the distracii»y 
*•„,.• to act In a disturbingly 
Gawain and his brothers cont.nue to act 
\wK*n one remembers that 
uncivilized and primitive manner.  When 
A   *h,t the klnq has established 
they are the king's family and that the    9 
. I 
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h imself as a preserver of civilization and chivalry, sym- 
bolized by the Round Table, this Is very disturbing indeed. 
Gawain, as a matter of fact, puts a bit of discord into 
the very founding of the Round Table.-*9  When the time came 
for i nves t i ng the knights of the Table, a certain Sir   Tor, 
who  was   an   illegitimate   son   of   King   Pellinore,   was   knighted 
before  Gawain.      "And   thereat   had   sir   Gawayne   grete   envy   and 
told  Gaherys   hys   brothir,   'Yonder   knyght   ys   putte   to   grete 
worship,   which   grevith   me   sore,   for   he   slew  oure   fadlr   kynge 
Lotte.      Therefore    I   wo I I    sle   hym...ll,    102)'."       Gawain   was 
dissuaded   frorp   this,   but   he   went   straight   away   from  his 
knighting   and   killed   a   woman   during   the   course  o >f   his   first 
idventure.      Not    long  afterwards   he   betraye d Sir PeI Ieas 
,1th Pelleas's lady Ettarde, and Pelleas was his enemy for 
if e. 
Al I these even ts happen before the prominence of Lancelot 
./hen Lancelot reaches a po 
sition of honor and influence at 
the court, he has a problem at least as gre 
t as his Illicit 
love for Guinevere, and that is how 
to get along wlth the 
Orkney: 
Lancelot,   In   the   beginning, was cer 
tainly as good to 
the Orkneys as he could be.  He rescue 
d Gaheris from a mar- 
,d   did   the   sam« for   Gawain   In   an   almost raud i ng  kn i gh t   an< 
l*.tl..l    l„eld..t.     *   —   ««  *'«•*   "d  Patr°"   °f   "" 
vou„g„t   m,mb«r  of   tb.  f«.lv.  *"♦»'     «*•*•   f°r   ~* 
..4 kwt „., fr-*-*~ * «!~~*<*
,*Mrt«'" 
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they were. Gareth   Is   given   an   entire   book   to  himself,   the 
only   one   of   the   family   so  emphasized,   and   at   the   end  of   his 
book   we   learn   that   Gareth   could   usually   be   found   in   Lancelot's 
companyj 'for   ev Ir   aftlr   sir   Gareth   had   aspyed   sir   Gawaynes 
con ducions   [character],   he   wythdrewe   hymself   from  his   brother 
sir   Gawayn es   felyshlp,   for   he   was   evir   vengeable,   and  where 
he hated would be avenged with murther: and that hated sir 
Gareth (I, 360) 
One migh t expect that Gareth's preference for Lancelot 
ove r his own brothers wou Id be enough to bring Lance 
lot 
into trouble with the elder Orkneys but apparently Gareth 
was enoug h of a 
inevi table    tha 
afoul   of   King   Ar 
diplomat   for   this   not   to   happen.      It   was 
t   Lancelot,   a   model   of   chivalry,   should   run 
thur's   lawless   relatives,   however.      At   the 
en d of "The Tale of Sir Gareth of Orkeney, 
it  meet the 
reason 
for the clash.  His name is Sir Lamorak, another 
id therefore fair game for the 
son of King Pel I nore, a 
Orkneys 
s s 
Most of the story o 
cattered (one is tempted to say "c 
f Lamorak, Lancelot, and the Orkneys 
on 
the long Book of_ 
cealed") throughout 
Tr i s tram was 
fond of Lamora k and rated him as 
better knight than Ga- 
wain.  Tr i stram says, speaking 
of:Gawiln, "I have felt sir 
Gaherys for the bettir 
knyght.  And sir Lamorak, k, I call 
hym as good as ony 
of them, excep t sir Lance lo 
t (II, 557), 
Needless to say 
Gawain was no 
t fond of Lamorak.  When 
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Lamorak bested him at a tournament, Gawaln and his brothers 
"had qrete despyte of him rLamorakl, and were wondirly wroth 
wyth him (Il» 608)."  Gawaln at that occasion summed up all 
of his attitudes and the entire complicated feud as it ap-': 
peare d   In   his   eyes. 
'Fayre   bretherne,   here   may   ye   se:     whom  that   we   hate 
And 
ke 
king Arthure   lovyth,   and   whom   that   we   love  he   hatyth 
wyte   you  well,   my   fayre   bretherne,   that   this   sir   Lamero 
woll   nevyr   love   us,   because  we   slew   his   fadir,   kynge   Pellynor, 
for  v/e   demed   that   he   slew   oure   fadir,   kynge   Lotte   of   Orkenay; 
an d for the deth of kynge Pellynor sir Lameroke ded us a 
shame to oure modlr (II, 608) 
Unfortunately Lamorak was in love with their mother, 
•s sake.  It simply seems that since but not for vengeance 
Lancelot had his Guinevere and Tristram his Isolde, Lamorak, 
sort of man, also had to love a queen illic- being the same 
Itly.  And he was just as un fortunate in his choice.  For 
he picked Morgause, the Orkneys v; 
ho   understood   nothing 
when   he  picl 
but   vengeance,    interpreted   his   action   in   their   usual   way. 
The  climax   of   all    this   bad   feeling   is   of   course   the 
slaying  of   Morgause   in   Lamorak's   bed  by   her   son   Gaherls. 
It   is   one   of   the   most   terrifying   scenes   in   all   of   Malory, 
espeC.lv   since   it    is   placed   immediately   after   themir- 
i   ft*.   Percival,   which   seems   at   that 
ac.lau&.ltrt 19h tihng   of   Sir   rerciva   , 
~  ~4   ,nirltual   renewal• *„   hr   a   symptom   ot    spiriivo 
point    in   the   story   to  be   a   sy  P 
filial   treachery [and) 
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the breakdown of coherence Itself, 
ilth no aopeal to any code above the elemental law of feud u40 
Lancelot becomes increasingly more involved i n   a 
this   through   his   friendship   with   Tristram,   Dinadan,   and 
other   knights   of   chlvalrlc   character.     He   was   especially 
fond   of   Lamorak,   and   we   are   told   "of   all   erthely  men   he 
loved  hym  best   except   sir   Tristram   (II,   660)."     After   the 
death   of   Morgause   Lancelot   fedlt   compelled   to   tell   Arthur   that 
Lamorak   was   in   danger   from   the  Orkneys,41   and   there   are 
many   instances   In   which   the   praise   that   Lamorak   receive* 
from   Lancelot   and   his   friends   Is   a   source   of   great    irritation 
to   them, 
Lancelot's   mos t   openly  partisan   action   is   to   invite 
Lamorak   to   go   to   Arthur's   court   with   him,   promising   to   see 
to   it   that   Gawaln   and   his   brothers   do   him  no   harm.      But 
he Lamorak   refused   for   king  Arthur's   sake.      Not    long   after, 
was   klltedbby  Gawain   and   all   his   brothers,   "unto   all   good 
knyghts   grete   damage   (I I,   688)'."and   to   the   great   damage   of 
Arthur's   society,   irreparable   damage,   in   fact. 
The   murder   of   Morgause   may   have   been   the   most   terrible 
crime   the   Orkneys   committed   in   our   eyes,   but   as   far   as   Ar- 
thur's   society  was   concerned, d,    the   killing  of   Lamorak   hI ro- 
se If wa s r he last straw.  After that everyone knew 
how 
reprehensible  Gawain   and   his   brothers   were,   no r   did   any- 
one   keep   s till    about    i t 
'Hit   I s   shame,"   sa id   Tristram   to   all   of   them,   "that 
sir   Gawayne   and   ye  be   commyn   of   so   gre 
te   blood,   that   ye 
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four  bretherne   be   so   named   as   ye   be:      for   ye   be  called   the 
crettyst   dlstroyers   and  murtherars   of   good   knyghts   that    is 
now   i n the   realme.of   Ingelonde.     And   as   I   have   herde   say( 
amon qe you slew a bettlr knyqht than any of you ever was 
whych wtis called the noble knyght sir Lamorak de Galys ('', 
III, 6911." 
Even Gareth, who Is Ironically to become the very last 
man whom Gawain seeks vengeance for, must say of his family, 
"Well I undirstonde the vengeaunce of my brethirne....  But 
as for me...I meddyll nat of their maters, and therefore there 
is none that lovyth me of them.  And for cause that I undir- 
stonde they be murtherars of good knyghts I left there com- 
pany, and woulde God I had bene besyde sir Gawayne when 
that most noble knyght sir Lamorak was slayne! I ll, 4^ »" 
This is the state of Arthur's kingdom at the close of 
The Book of Sir Tristram de Lyones.  The next book Is "The 
Tale of the Sankgreal," the guest for the Grail.  CJearly 
this society is in need of some sort of moral redemption, 
but this quest, though certainly important, Is largely a 
failure as a rehabilitating measure.  Those who stand most 
in need of saving, not only Gawain but Lancelot as well, 
are not saved, and only Galahad and Percival, whose pre- 
emminence we were prepared for in the previous book, are 
completely successful.  But it can hardly be said that 
either of these two needs any saving. 
In fact, the murder of Dinadan occurs during this 
quest,  ivtordred and Aggravate were the two brothers re- 
sponsible for this, and it is as senseless M the murder 
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e, and infinitely more petty.  Dinadan Is a won- 0f Morgause
derfully human and sensible man, of whom Vinaver says, 'He 
ieems to have dropped by accident Into the msd kingdom of 
Arthur where people never greet each other except by the 
poi n t of a spear an d never seem to look for anything they 
have   a   reason able   chance   of   finding 
.i42 He   Is   genera Ily 
d   at   Lancelot's   zeal   for   fighting,   and   the   only   sense 
r   Lancelot   ever   displays   is   coa*ed   out   by   Dinadan. 
His  being   murdered   In   the  middle   of   a   holy   quest   is   a   per- 
di smaye 
of   humo 
version  o f   the   alms   of   the   Round   Table   and   an   indication 
that   similar   conduct   Is   to   come, 
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IV.     The   Fa I I   of   Arthur 
There   Is,    In   Malory's   works,   a   book   intervening   be- 
tween   "The   Tale   of   the   Sankgreal"   and   "The   most   Piteous 
Tale  of   the   Morte   Arthur   saunz   Guerd on This   is   "The   Book 
>f   Sir   Launcelot   and  Queen   Guinevere."      It   opens   with   the 
itory  of   the   poisoned   apples,   which   was   an   attempt   to   mur- 
der  Gawain   in   revenge   for   Lamorak's   death.      The   susplci on 
falls on Guinevere, and Lancelot is forced to defend her. 
In this story, the feud serves to bring together Lancelot 
an d  Guinevere,   who   had   quarreled,   and   so,   Ironically,    it 
is   not   only   a   danger   to   Arthurian   society   in   itself   but 
it   also   serves   to   strengthen   the  other   danger,   the   adul- 
terous   love   affair 
■ n d Gu 
The rest of the book is devoted to stories of Lancelot 
's inability to refrain from adultery or even 
t about it, and its function, says Lumiansky 
inevere 
to be d i scree 
is to buiId up suspen 
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se before the actual conflict.  The 
last   story,   o ddly   enough,   Is   "Le  Cheva 
ler du Chariot," which 
s Chretien's story and the first story that has come down 
to us on the subject of Lane- lot.  But Mi lory Is no longer 
deal ing ith courtly romances 
'And because I have lost 
the   very   mat ter   o 
f   Le  Chevaler   du  Chariot,"     Malory   states 
in  excusing   himself, 
celot, and here   I   go 
I   departe   from the   tale   of   sir   Laun- 
un to   the   mo 
rte   Arthur;   and   that   caused 
sir   Aggravayn< (III,   H54) 
The   story   o f   the  death   o 
f   Arthur    Is   a fery   long   way 
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from Chretien,   as   Malory   seemed   to   be   well   aware,    in   style, 
tone,   and   content,   and   it    Is   also   a   very   long  way   from   the 
haphazard   errantry   at   the   beginning  of   Malory's   own   works. 
Vinaver   says, 'As   we   lose   sight   of   the   'very   matter 
romance,   we   step   back   into  dark-stricken   reality. ■ 44 
Part of this tone of realism Is due to Malory's sources. 
i n oar ticular the thirteenth century French prose Mort Artu. 
the last part of the trilogy which Includes the Lancelot 
in d  the   Queste   de I   Saint   Graal .      The   Mort   Artu   Is   considered 
ana 
the best of the three by far in every respect.  It displays 
rraiive skill which allows the plot to develop continu- 
ously with few digressions.45  Neither supernatura I Ism nor 
the extravagant exploits of a single hero is dwelt on.  The 
i n terest   rests    instead   on   the   interaction   of   the   characters 
an d   the   grandtur   of   the   action,
40   all   of   which  Malory   ad- 
opj ted. and adapted, with ski I I 
Malory had another source, ai 
English source thi s t ime, 
fourteenth century poem known as the stanzaic Morte Arthur 
The poem I s very muc 
j, nke the Mort Artu and probably is 
based on it, directly or i 
arly effort has been expe 
passaqes in Malory come from the Mor 
.directly.  A good deal of schol- 
,ded in detailing exactly which 
t Artu and which from 
the Morte Arthur In genera 
| i t mi ght be sai d that Ma I o r y 
pre fered the Middle hnqllsh po 
•mas a narr atlve guide and 
drew on the Mort Artu for e mo t ionaI and psycl 
hological tone 
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Malory makes his characters sympa 
whether there Is authority for 
thetic wherever he can, 
it in his sources or not, 
21 
on d he de-emphasizes the military aspect of his story ti 
emp hasize   the   human   values 
48 
In   short   he   has gone   one 
itep   further   than   his   sources   in   making   the   death   of   Arthur 
no t   the  chronicle   of   a   military   rebellion,   as   It   was   centuries 
ago   in   the  Historia   Regum   Britannja.1,   but   a   genuine   tragedy. 
The   most   surprising  change  which   Malory  makes   from  his 
sou rces concerns Gawaln.  He transforms a man whom he has 
con 
previously  portrayed   as   hot-tempered   and   vindictive   Into   a 
truly   sympathetic   character,   one   who  most   nearly   approaches 
the   Aristotelian   concept   of   a   tragic   hero. 
The   history   of   Gawain   as   a   literary  character   Is   rather 
fused.     His   name   has   countless   forms    (Walwen,   Walgan, 
Gwalchmel?9)   and   his   character   has   almost   as   many   facets. 
In  Geoffrey   he   is   an   Important   warrior,   Arthur's   ne»phew, 
slain   at   the   time   of   Mordred's   usurpation,   but   he   has   no 
literary   character.      The  Alliterative   Morte  Arthurc,   following 
Geoffrey's   version,   presents   him   as   Arthur's   spokesman,   al- 
though   he   is   a   man   more   at   home   brewing   heads   than   talking. 
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The   i/lorte   Ar thure's   picture   of  Gawain   is  Gawain   the   cour- 
ageous   hot-head.      He    is   a  man   of   intemperate   rage   ("Thare 
myghte   no   renke   hym   areste,   his   resone   was   passe 
a  man   whose   rage   is   spent   in   a   just   cause. 
the   tradition   of   the   "good"   Gawain. 
|e   of   the   "good"     Gawain   is   of 
de!")51   but 
Thi s  Gawain 
clearly   be Iongs   to 
Another   outstanding  examp 
cour se Gawain   ar>H   the   Green   Kn_La ht 
The   author   of   the   st# 
Gawaln   in   mind.      The   story  of   the   Ma 
tanzaic   Mnrte   Arthur   has   the "bad* 
id  of   Astolat   who   died 
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for   the   love   of   Lancelot   is   part   of   this   poem.     Gawain 
vi s its   the   maid   and   sees   that   she   has   Lancelot's   shield 
He   spreads   the   tale   that   Lancelot   and   the   maid   are   lovers, 
and  when   her   funeral   barge   arrives   at   Camelot,    the   poem 
has   this   to   say: 
So   that   he   [.Gawain]   knew  we I I e   at   the   taste, 
That   the  mayde   of   Ascalote   was   she, 
Which   he   som   tyme   had  wowyd  faste 
his   own   leman   for   him   to   be.sz- 
This   is   a   grim picture   of  Gawain.      Rashness   is   not   his 
only   sin   but   gossiping   and  pettiness   as   well.      The   terrible 
vengeful     Gawain   found   In   The   Book   of   Sir   Tristram  de   Lyones 
probably   reflects   a   French   source   hostile   to  Gawain. 
Malory had all these Gawains to work with: Gawoin the 
fierce warrior with the bad temper (rather like our idea of 
Saint   Peter),   Gawain   the  covetous   gossip,   Gawain   the   clannish, 
so teful   feuder H e por trays all of them.  Sometimes it 
seems that   Gawain    Is   inconsi s 
tent,   but   his   app ar ent    incon- 
s i st ency   does   no t   detract   from   the   quality   of   Malory's 
nar- 
rative. 'Gawa in's    inconsistency,"   says   one   cr 
tic s   the 
inconsistency  of   humanity,   speci 
f lea I ly   the   human i ty   who 
comprise   Arthur's   noble   company... 
1,59     Be   that   as   it   may, 
one   imp i portant   fact    is   that,   under   Malory's 
treat me nt,frhe 
3i wa i n in   IU   HB|   If   Sir   ^'   d*   Lvon'S-  iS   th€   SamC 
Tale  of   the   Sankgreal"   and   "The   Most 
Gawain   as   In     The 
Piteous   Tale   of   the  Mor 
te  Arthur   Saunz   Guerdon 
Hi s   conduct    I n the   feud   between  Orkney 
and   Pel I iirore's 
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family   has   already   been   described.      The   advent   of   theGrall 
Guest   Is   perhaps   tailor-made   for   the   redemption  of   such   men 
as  Gawe i n and   his   brothers.     Gawain's   reaction   to   theapp«ar- 
ance   and  disappearance  of   the  Grail    Is   the   banquet   hall    is 
remi n Iscent of the impetuous Gawain.  He is the first to 
vow that he will depart in search of the Grail, and all the 
knights follow him.  He seems genuinely convinced that he 
find it, but Arthur is more realistic. 
"Sir Gawayne, Gawaype!  Ye have sette me in grete sor- 
for I have grete doute that my trew felyshyp shall never 
can 
row, 
r^e te   here   more   igayne ill, "7   I 
rides   ou 
ailure, 
Nevertheless,   the   damage   has   been   done,   and  Gawain 
t   after   the   Grail.      He   is,   of   course,   a  miserable 
He   is    lectured   to   by   a   hermit,   told   to   repent, 
refuses,   and   rides   away   in   a   hu ff.     And   that    is   all   the 
GraiI   adventure   he   ev er has rep eated in one form or another 
Th « 9 st of most o 
ke this 'Knyg 
f the hermits' harangues goes something 
htes of pore fayth and wicked beleve, thes 
three thynges fayled:  char i te', abstin.once, and trouth 
( I I, 9481 
And  yet   perhaps   the   ques t   has   a   chastening  effect 
at   least   a   temporary one. Gawain   In 
'The   Tale  o f   Sir   Laun- 
celot   and  Queen   Guinevere"   is  no 
t   the   tale   spreader   of   the 
stanza ic   Morte   Arthur.. In   fact   he   beha 
ves very   corre ctly 
in   the   affair   o 
f   the  Mild   of   Astolat.      In   the   story  of   the 
ing   that   he   has   just   escaped   being mur- 
polsoned apnles, seeing 
dered, he does not even accuse Guinevere, 
The strongest 
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thing   he   says   is   "Mad«m,    I   drede   me   leste   ye  wo Ii   be   shamed. 
(Ml,    1049)."     Whether   through   his  Grail    experiences   or 
simply   because   he    is   getting  old,   Gawain   is   mellowing.     Malory 
Is  preparing   his   character   for   the   a I I-but-admirable   Gawain 
in   the   last   book. 
"The  Morte  Arthur   Saunz  Guerdon"   opens   in   the   very   heart 
of   a  family   spat   among   the  Orkneys.     ivordrid   and   Aggravaine 
propose   to   expose   Lancelot   and  Guinevere;   Gaheris,   Gawain, 
and  of   course  Gareth   are   opposed.     Mordred   and   Aggravaine 
prevail,   and   after    the   mischief   is   done,   Aggravaine   and  G«- 
wain's   two   sons   Me   dead   and   Mordred   Is   wounded   by   Lancelot. 
But  Gawain   is   still   conciliatory,   more   so   than   Arthur,   who 
is  determined   to   burn   Guinevere. 
"My   lorde   Arthure,    I   wolde   counceyle   you   nat   to  be   over 
hasty,   but   that   ye   wolde   put   hit   In   respite,   thys   jouqemente 
of  my   lady   the   queen,   for   many   causis.     One   is    thys,   thoughe 
hyt   were   so   that   sir   Launcelot   were   founde   in   the   quecnys 
chambir,   yet   hit   myght   be   so   that   he   came   thydir   for   none 
evyl I    (III,    1175) ." 
As for Aggravaine and his sons, "they ar the causars 
of their owne dethe...UN, 1176)."  Gawain has come a 
long way from his earlier c I ann I shness, and for just a little 
while, he is the most noble figure in the entire dispute. 
But Gawaln's qlory does no t last long. 
He soon re I apses 
i n to the mo t violent and unreas 
on inq des ire for vengeano 
that he has ever displayed.  The occ 
aslon for this is the 
death of Gareth and Gaheris, of course, 
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Even   when   Gawain   understands,   or   is   at    least   toldj 
that   Lancelot   did   not   kill    his   brothers   on   purpose,   he 
canno t   be   stopped.     He   continually   drives   Arthur   to   vengeance. 
and  his   most   frequent   words   are   "false   recreayed   knyght!" 
Now   Lancelot's   conduct   is   the   most   exemplary   in   his 
reluctance   to   fiqht.     Yet   when  Gawain   presses   him   into   a 
shouting   match,    they   quickly   get   back   to   the   old   blight   on 
Arthur's   kingdom:      the  epic   feud,   and   in   particular   the 
death   of   Lamorak.      Sometimes   Guinevere   seems    to   be   almost 
forgot ten. 
Gawain   receives   a   mortal   wound   from   Lancelot   at   the 
seige  of   Benwick   and   is   nevertheless   still   calling   the 
"trnytoure   knyght"   to   fight   again,   but   by   that   time   the 
only   surviving  member   of   the  Orkneys,   wordred,   has   usurped 
The   first   battle   between  Arthur   and  ivor- Arthur's   piace* 
dred   is   fought   at   Dover.      It   is   the   seen e of Gawa in's death. 
and •■"& lory Is again c are ful   to   keep   his   character   on   a 
dignified   olane.      In   the   stanz.ic   version,   for   examnle, 
Gawain's   death   Is   almost   ludicrous. 
Hv s wou ndi s grenyd hym ful I sare 
One hytte hym vu pon the old wo 
With a tronchon of an ore. 5# 
unde 
Poor Gawain, done to death by the expediency of rhyme. 
Ma I ory, on the other hand, writes a moving sc 
ene   o f   a   man 
in   an   a reaching   self-lIluminatlon 
Arthur   finds   him   half   dead,   and   he   m 
"Thorow  my  wylfulnes   I   was   causer   of  myne   owne   dethe 
linos t   Ar I stotel I an   manner 
akes   his   final    speech 
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And thorow me and (my/ pryde ye have all thys shame and 
disease, for had that noble knyght, sir Launcelot, ben wi th 
you, 
never 
as he was and wolde have been thys unhappy warre had 
been bequn; for he, thorow his noble knyqhthood and 
hys noble bloode, hylde all your cankyrde enemyes in sub- 
jeccion II II, 12301." 
Hoi   only is this a speech remarkable for the dimension 
it   gives to  Gawain's   character   but   also   for   its   imagery, 
Gawaln   soeaks   of   what   has   happened   to  Arthur   as   a   disease 
s i s the md his enemies as "cankyrde" (malignant).  Thi 
iame imagery Shakespeare used to describe Hamlet's Denmark 
Does Gawain qualify as a tragic hero ?     Wi thin   the 
framework   of   the   last   two  books,   he   certainly   does. He 
is a  passyng 
i s a 
hotte knyght of nature (Ml, 1049)," but he 
tl I the death of Gereth, ble to restrain hi s nature un 
,ho embodied all that was good in the Orkneys 
on the par t of him w 
From then 
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hich is primitive and violent ■ dom- 
inat es   un til   he   has   cause 
d   his   death   and  Arthur's   downfall. 
an d   not   until    then   does   he   come   to   recogn 
i t ion   of   himself 
One might   disqualify   Gawaln   by   saying 
i hat    In    the   ear I ier 
books   he  was   a   thoroughly |y   violent   and  evil   man,   too  bad   to 
be   a   tragic   hero, 
But   In   dealing  with   Malory's   vast   work, 
»hich   covers   Gawain's   en tire    I ife,    there   i s   ro 
om   for   the 
emotions   which   Aristo tie   dictated   to   be   roi 
ised   and   purged 
adhering   to   the   stringen 
t   laws   he   set   down   for   economy 
and  neatness'    sake   i 
n   a   plav   of   a   few  episodes,   one   day, 
and  one   place.      If   one   speaks   o 
f   pity   and   terror,   recognition 
an 
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d   reversal, then Gawaln qualifies as a tragic hero more 
than Arthur and even more than Lancelot 
Lancelot oresents a special problem. He is a traoic 
figure and a heroic figure as well, and this position has 
prompted many ctfitics to say that he is clearly the tragic 
hero o f the Morte D'Arthur.  But this is to use the term 
loos ely.      The   problem  with   calling   Lancelot   a   tragic   hero 
is   that   he   possesses   awareness   of   his   sins   all   along   and 
thus   is   in   a   position   to   take   responsibility   for   them.     One 
champ Ion of Lancelot as a tragic hero says that although 
Lancelot is always conscious of the significance of his sins 
at a rational level, he does not reach the full emotional 
apprec i a tion of what he has done ijntll after Guinevere Is 
dead.56  This may be true.  Tragedy, however, generally 
deals with rational discovery, because that is the level 
at which a man is respons ible for his act Ions 
To  deaI   with 
Lancelot's   "emotional   appreciation"   Is   to   have   a   psychological 
drama, 
ivia lory's accou ,t of Lancelot's Grail adventures 
are 
substant ia My I Ike the 
French orose work already discussed, 
During one of his sermons 
to Lancelot, a hermit cal Is him 
'uns tabl e. "  A gr 
tabiIity,   first   his   In 
later   his   inabi I Ity   to  bres 
e«t   deal   has   been  made  of   Lancelot   s   in- 
,b> I I I t v   to   keep   himself  oure   and 
k   away   from  Guinevere.      The  point 
is  well   made.      Lancelot's   story   is   a   psy* hological   story. 
and   his   struggles   wi 
th   himself   are  more   Interesting   to   us 
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than   the   eternal   combat   and   errantry   that   overburden   Malory's 
narrative. 
At   every   point   in   his   career,    Lancelot's   character   is 
more   attractive   and   simply   more   interesting   than   the  Grk- 
neysi.      In   The   Book   of   Sir   Tristram,   where   Gawoin   chiefly 
complains   about   his   slights,   Lancelot   has   his   agonizing 
madness   and   affair   with   Elaine.     His   humility   can   be   touch- 
ing,   as   in the   story   of   his   healing   Sir   Urry   when   everyone 
I se   had   fal I ed.      Hi s   digni ty ty   of   character   can   be   overwhelm- 
ing.     While   Aggravaine   and   Mordred   stand  outside   Guinevere's 
door   clamiring"Traytoure   knyght!"   he,    in   serene   contrast, 
comforts  Guinevere,   c Ming  her   "my   special I   good   lady,   and 
I   at   all    times   your   poure   knyght...UN,   HdA"       And   when 
Gtwain's   turn   to   cry   "Traytoure   knyg ht com es,   Lancelot 
to  defend   himself s   unfailingly   conciliatory.     He   refuses 
n  personal   combat   against   Arthur   and   even   protects   him. 
der   that   such   a  character   tends   to  overshadow It   Is   no   won 
everyone   else. 
But   all    this   does   no t   make   Lancelot   a   tragic   hero. 
In 
the   last   ana I y lysis   his   "tragedy"   is   the   story   of   a   man   who 
ception   of   himself,   strengths   and 
has   always   had   a   keen   percep 
we aknesses   both,   and   yet   is   frustrated   at   every  point   to 
r i se above t hem, To deny that he is 
the tragic hero of 
the Korte D'Ar 
va I idi ty as a charac 
Hujr. Is not to deny his great Importance and 
ter.  He is an epic hero rather than a 
tragic one.  But Malory 
's work is so vast and complex that 
it has room 
for this character study In epic proportion., 
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room  for   the   reversaI-and-recognItIon   pattern   In  Gawaln' 
story,   and   still   room   for   Arthur's   ston iWich   Is   the 
nr ea test   problem  of   all 
W<1 
If Lancelot Is the epic hero of Malory's work and Ga- 
in is the tragic hero, what sort of hero Is Arthur?  AgaI 
as In the case of Gawaln, Malory had conflicting traditions 
to work with.  One Is the battle-chieftain tradition which 
came down through the chronicles and found its way into the 
AI I i t e r a 11ve Morte Ar th ur e , which In turn found its way Into 
Malory's"Tile of King Arthur and the Emperor Lucius."  The 
other tradf t ioiuf s the French prose tradition where Arthur 
Is totally subordinated to Lancelot.  In reconciling Arthur 
the warrior and Arthur the cuckold, Malory comes out with 
a puzzle, 
One rarely gets a clear picture of Arthur.  In th« 
early   days   he is   dominated   by  Merlin;    in   between   he   Is   over- 
shadowed   by   Lance lot,   and   finally   he   Is   dominated   again, 
this   time   by  Gawaln.      In   the   beginning   the   things   he   does 
on  his   own   initiative   are   rarely  wise One   i s   to  marry 
Guinevere   although   Merlin   In   one   of   his   bothersome   prophe- 
t    it.      The   other   Is    the   begetting   of cies  warns   him  agains 
"ordred. 
His one Imagina five act (whether wise or 
no H in the 
early years 
enumeration o 
Is the establishment of the Round Table and the 
f the principles that the knights are to live 
by:  never to commit outrages or mur 
der, to avoid treason, 
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to   give   mercy   to   anyone  who   asks,   to  defend   assorted 
helpless   women,   and   "that   no  man   take   no   batayles   in   a   wrong*- 
full   quarell   for   no   love   ne   for   no  worldis   ooodis    II,   1201." 
This   is   a   sweeping   statement   of   idealism.      "Idealist"   Is 
perhaps    the  only   term  one   can   apoly   to   Arthur   with   any   cer- 
tainty.      His    idealism   is'56   a I I-pervasive   that   It    is   always 
i n the   reader's   mind,   always   there   to  furnish   a   contrast   to 
[he  violence   and   adultery   of   the   individual   members   of   the 
Table, 
But    it   is   also   an   unrealistic   vision   of   goodness which 
better   men   than   the  Orkneys   (Lancelot,   for   one)   found hard 
to   abide   by.      Arthur's   setting   up   such   high   standards may 
t   have   aggravated   the   problems   of   his   court,   ft   may only nol 
have thrown   them   into   relief.      But   as   for   the   man   who   set 
these   standards   and   then   gradually   disappeared   from   the 
t   for   a   few   scattered  minor   episodes,   one   be- 
t   that   there   existed   a   vacuum   in   leadership. 
JO 
picture   excep 
oi ns   to   suspec 
>ome times   Arthur   appears to  be   capricious.      He   had   a 
cur iou s   habi t   of   refusing   to  dine   at   Pentecos 
had   seen   a   miracle,   and   once   he   went   chasing  o 
Forest   Perelous,   that   was   in  Nor 
t   before   he 
ff   into   "the 
th   Walis   (II,   490>"   after 
a   seductive   sorceress.      The   en 
d   of   that   adventure   was that 
he   had   to   be   rescued   by 
Sir   Tristram.     When  Arthur   caught 
up   w| th   the   sorceress he     smo 
te   of   her   hede."     Gawaln, 
although   possibly   with   less   provoca 
tlon,   had   done   the   same 
thing     once.      It   is   an   unpleasan 
t   reminder   that   Arthur   and 
the Orkneys   belong   to   the   same   family 
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After that much has been said about Arthur, one is forced 
to admit that the single most Important nroblem in interpret- 
ing his  character    is    that   we   do   not   know   enough   about   him, 
His   knowledge    (or    lack   of   knowledge)   of   the   Lancelot-Guinevere 
affair   Is   essential   for   an   estimate   of   him   as   a   tragic   char- 
ge ter.^T  Does he know and ignore, know and forgive, or 
simp y   not   know?      Lumianiky   says; calory   in tends   us   to 
nderstand   that   Arthur,   having   learned   of   the   earlier   ad- 
Jtery   through   Lancelot's   account   of   his   experiences   during 
the   'Grail,'   decided   to   forgive   the   lovers, 
.50 Thi s   a 
rather   large   assumption,   es pecially   since   the   following   is 
Lancelot's   supposed   confession?     "Than   sir   Launcelot   told 
the  adven t ures   o f   the   Sangreall    that   he   had   seen   fill*    1036) 
This   Is   somewhat    less   than   an   explicit   confession,   hardly 
pro6f   that   Lancelot   told  Arthur   about   the  contents   of   the 
hermits'   warning. Nor   is   there   any 
better   evidence   anywhere 
else   that   Arthur   knew, 
did   is   overw 
know   i s   "the   kynge 
The   temptation   to  believe   that   he 
helming,   but   it    is   also   unsupoortabIe.     All   we 
had   a   demyng   [suspicion^   of   hit,   but   he 
wou Id nat here thereoff, for sir 
Launcelot had done so much 
for   hym...illI,   1165) 
If   he   did   not   know,   he   was   tragically   blind.      If   he   did, 
he   was   a   long   way   from   the   idealist   who   set   up   the   ricorous 
standards   of   the   Round   Table.     He  would   be,   on   the   contrary, 
a   real ist   who   was   wl 
honor   for   the   sake   o 
Ming   to  compromise   hi$   own   perso na I 
f his soc iety's stabiI Ity, a man who 
saw that his u topla was sic 
lc and still hope d to work i t s 
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problems   out.      But   Malory   does   not   khow   us   this   man.     He 
shows   us  Gawain's   headlong  madness   and   Lancelot's   forebearlng 
nobility  clearly,   but   Arthur   Is   obscured   by   them. 
At   one   point,   while  Gawain    is   still   willing   to  be   con- 
ciliatory,   Arthur    insists   that   the   queen   be   burned.     Then, 
after   the   deaths   of   Gaheris   and   Gareth,   he   becomes   concilia- 
tory,   but   by   this   time  Gawain   Is   launched   on   his   quest   for 
vengeance,   and   Arthur   has   lost   control.      His   final   days   and 
death   art   pessimistic   in   tone,    and  Malory  does   not   allow   him 
a   fairy tale   ending   but    insists   that   he   be  dead   and   buried   in 
mortaI   fashion; 
"Yet   som  men   say  In   many  p[art]ys   of   Inglonde   that   kynge 
Aralur   vs   nat   dede,   but   h [ad]   by   the   wy I I   of   oure   Lorde   Jesu 
into   another   place;    and   men   say   that   he   shall   com   agayne, 
and  he   shall   wynne   the  Holy  Crosse.      Yet    I   w*I I   nat   say   t*at 
hit   shall   be   so,   but   rather   I   wolde   sey:      here   In   thys   worlde 
he  chaunged   hys    lyfflMl,   1242)." 
Just   before   this,   when   Arthur   says   to   Bedivere,   "Corn- 
forte   thyselff...and   do   as   well    as   thou   mayst,   for   in   me   ys 
no  truste   for   to   truste   in,   (Ml,   1240)"  we   are   impressed 
with   his   sense   of   failure.     There   is   no   sense   of   Illumination 
and   regeneration   as   there   was   with   Gawain.     He   Is   totally 
devoid   of   "comfort"   for   Bedivere,   or   catharsis   for   the   reader, 
if  vou   will,   and   that   Is   the   state   he   dies   In. 
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V.     Conclusions 
Malory's   work,   the   Mo r t e   D' Ar t h u r ,   as   Caxton   called   it; 
is   the   final   gathering   of   the   waters   from  a   vast   watershed. 
His   Immediate   sources   were   predominantly   French,   but   their 
sources   in   turn   come   from   several    languages   and   encompass 
severs I   centures.      There   are   also   several   genres   included 
chronicles,   narrative   poems   of   all   kinds,   and  prose   romances 
fvialory'dr ew  on   the   romance   and   narrative   poem  genre.     His 
wo rk   is   no t   a   tragedy   o r   an   epic   as  Aristotle   defines   these 
th i ngs It may be considered epic as some critics use the 
term in that it deals with a national hero and a national 
theme,   bu t   this   definition   is   not   Aristotle's 
6* 
It   fails   to   meet   the   terms   of   genuine   Aristotelian 
tragedy   too,   though   some   of   the  elements   are   present.      The 
characters   have   already  been   discussed   in   terms   of   their 
being   tragic   heroes Since  Arthur   should   be   this   hero   and   does 
not 
m tftsurt.  ujb,   the   story as   a tragedy   loses   impac 
t.  Gawa i n 
comes closer than anyone to fit the pattern, and since he 
f the Orkney faction, his tragic status re- s   the   Ieader   o 
minds   one   that   the   Orkneys,   with   their   habitual   hatred   and 
ce,   are  probably   more   to  blame   than   anyone drive   for   vengean 
Ise   for   the   catastrophe.      But   the  work    is   not   focused   on 
If   the   focus   is   anywhere, it    Is   on   Lancelot, 
Gawa in   either 
'ho is very much un I ike a tragic hero, 
This emohasis is of course 
inherent in glory's French 
sources, where Arthur is a s 
jbordinate figure.  But a tragic 
end i nq to Arthur's story is Imp 
licit in all forms 6f -the 
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itory from Geoffrey of Monmouth on down.    Malory's method 
wa s to un ravel the tangle of the narrative line"* and to 
rep lace   the   emphasis   on   certain   aspects   of   the   story,   among 
[hem  the  feuding  of   the  Orkney   family 62 
wr 
We  do   not   know   that   Malory's   aim   in   doing   this   was   to 
ite   a   tragedy   or   what   his   definition   of   tragedy  was.      "Mal- 
ory mos t    likely   thought   of   tragedy,   if   ever   he   attempted   a 
defini t ion says   one  cr tic In   the   usual   medieval   terms 
of   the   arbitrary   spinning  wheel   of   Dame   Fortune,   whose   dic- 
tates   caused   even   the   most   deserving   heroes   to   be   cast   down 
by chance, .63 
But   this   does   not   explain   everything.     Certainly   the 
wheel   of   Fortune   appears   in   the   last   book,   but   it   is   much 
reduced   In   importance   from   such   works   as   the    Al I 11eratIve 
Morte   Arthure.      There   are   also   some   "strongly   articulated" 
elements   of   Fate   in   the   first   book.     Again,   Malory   has 
omitted   many   of   the   references   to   fate   from  his   sources, 
even   thouoh   he   has   put   emphasis   on   them  by   disentangling 
them  from   trivia,   circumstances.6*     But    it   Is   still   hard 
to  regard  Malory's   work   as   a   tragedy   of   fate.     Charles 
Moorman   says, 
I   have   attempted   to   define the   tragedy   of 
h Vun   o     AHur'scourt   I n   Ar I s tote I I an 
a   self-ordalned   tragedy   prec.p- 
terms,   as ;;»» ». I-J?H. "Liters t—by 
Lance Iot 
•s   Instability,   Arthur's   dogae 
Gawain's 
?:i:r;"'3?« ttS'JS PV—»?! totelIan dic a 
muc h about the 
help 
slcj, there Is still L^^D&on^"»or.,Pu<« 
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principally Its conclusion.  For it 1$ the 
essence of Aristotelian tragedy that It end 
in a kind of moral victory in which the base 
emotions of pity and fear...are purged.6 
This does not happen.  There is no comfort in Arthur 
lor In anyone else, and Lancelot's story ultimately belongs 
to the next world.  For the Ivorte D'Arthur to be proper 
tragedy Its events should have been reso 
at "The Day of Destiny." 
I ved in this worId, 
ca 
Very little was resolved, spiritually or even oracti- 
There is no Creon or Fortinbras to take charge, 
on ly |y   one   hesi tant   Horat io 
• Bedivere—trying   to   disobey 
Lucan,   Arthur's   nex t-to-last his   lord   out   of   greed.      Sir   Lucan, 
companion,   "saw   and   harkened   by   the   moonelyght   how   that 
pyllours   and   robbers   were   com   into   the   field   to   pyI I«   and 
to   robbe   many   a   full   noble   knyght   of   brochys   and   bees 
[bracelets]   and   many   a   good   rynge   and   many   a   ryche   Jewell. 
And   those   that   were   natdede   all   out.,   there   they   slew   them 
for   their   harneys   and   their'ryches   Ui.,   1237-38, .«     This 
I,   a  Picture   of   utter   anarchy.     Nor   does   Lancelot   co„e   to 
restore   order.      His   mind,   as   usual,   I.   on   Guinevere.      In 
the  previous   book,   among   the   long  parade   of   knights   who 
—   <«e   "sir   Cadors   son   of   Cornwayle 
try   to   heal   Sir   Urry,   we   see     sir  ^ 
) ," but just 
that was kynge a 
fter Arthur^ dayes (III, 1149 
fhere Sir Cadors was during 
the final battle, or when he 
showed up afterwards, or w 
hat he did, we do not know, 
And 
»e should know. 
In a good tragedy, when a man 
Is   spi rltually 
healed   his   cou 
„try   should   be   healed   as   we 
II.      In   the  Mortc 
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D'Ar thur_ nei ther happens. 
What happens Instead is that the story turns Its atten- 
tion to the next world and attends to the penance and holy 
deaths of Lancelot and Guinevere.  Clearly, In Malory's 
view Lancelot's business was not to restore order but to 
let the world go by and concentrate on his salvation.  End- 
ing his work In this way, Malory meant to emphasize Its 
Christian aspects, even its didactic aspects, confirming 
Caxton's Preface: 
"And for to passe the tyme thys book shal be plesaunte 
to rede in, but for to gyve fayth and byleve that al is trewe 
that is conteyned herln, ye be •« your lyberte.  But al is 
wryton for our doctryne, and for to b«w«M that we falle 
not to vyce ne synne, but t'exersyse and folowe vertu, by 
whyche we moy come and atteyne to good fame and renomme in 
thys lyf, and after thys shorte and transytorye Iff to come 
unto everlastyng blysse in heven (I, cxlvl." 
Malory's Morte D'ArthuE. is the story of an earthbound 
society, however.  It Is the story of a king who should have 
kept order but did not, whether from visitation by an early 
sin, sheer capricIousness, or too much Idealism.  It is 
also the story of an entire family's inability to refrain 
from revenge and hate, and it Is the story of one man's 
inability to refrain from loving what he should not. 
It Is the impulse of many readers to say that Lancelot 
and his great love affair pulled the kingdom down.  But the 
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Orkney  faction   was   present   spreading   corruption   before 
Lancelot   was   ever   heard  of,   and  Arthur   apparently  did   no- 
thing   to   stop   any   of   It.      The   Morte   D'Arthur    Is   a   three-way 
tragedy.      Lancelot,   Arthur,   and   Gawain,   Gawain   more   than 
any  perhaps,   all    have   a   share   in   It. 
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